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Abstrict. The adsorption of NO1 ,on a clean Au(ll1) surface has been studied using electron
spin resonance (ESR) and thermal programmed desorption (Po).NOdAu(l11) appears to be an
appropriate system in which to detect an ESR signal, because it is known from the literature thal
NOZ adsorbs as a molecule and is bonded through its oxygcn atoms to the surface, while the
spin is more localized at the nitrogen atom. In agreement with former results, no resonance
of a paramagnetic monolayer on a clean single-clyslal metal surface is observed. However.
a well resolved specmm f"a multilayer has been detected. Orienfation of the molecules
in the multilayer has been studied via angle-dependent measuremenm in canbination with
computer simuiatio?. Temperature-dependent measurements are used to investigate reactivity
and molecular motion.

1. Introduction
There has been considerable interest in the investigation of paramagnetic adsorbates on solid
surfaces. With electron spin resonance spectroscopy, for example, NO on molecular sieves
[ 11, NO2 on copper [Z], 0 2 on titanium supported surfaces [3], NO on zeolite [4] and nitrogen
oxides and oxygen on solid solutionscof transition metal ions in oxide.matrices [SI have
been studied. Unfortunately in all these experiments the surfaces are poorly characterized
with respect to surface science standards. UHV in situ ESR studies of adsorbates on a clean
single-crystal surface were introduced very recently by Baberschke et ai [&91.
Introducing ESR to surface science as a new tool promises detailed information about the
onentauon and dynamics of adsorbates as well as defects in the structure of substrates not as
easily accessible with other techniques. Unfortunately thew are some problems to deal with.
First ESR is not inherently surface sensitive. Preparation of the sample is difficult under
these circumstances. Second the signal intensity is directly proportional to the number
of avalable spins (i.e. the number of adsorbed molecules). Considering a monolayer of
molecules, the number of spins (about IOi4) is close to the detection limit reachable under
UHV conditions (the time taken for preparation and measuring is approximately 1 hour). In
thls sense the present paper will represent some early steps in solving the problems and
introducing ESR as a powerful method for the investigation of paramagnetic adsorbates.
On metal surfaces no signal from a paramagnetic species for a monolayer coverage has
been observed so far. This is due to the spin exchange of the localized adsorbate spin with
the electrons in the conduction band of the metal, which leads to a line broadening, rendering
the spectrum unobservable. On the other hand, NO2 molecules shielded from the surface by
a preadsorbed monolayer of rare gas have led to an observable ESR specr" at submonolayer
NO2 coverage. Baberschke and co-workers [&9] performed their experiments on NO2
adsorbates on silver and copper single-crystal surfaces. It is well known, however, that
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the chemistry of NOz on such surfaces at room temperature is rather complicated since
several partly dissociately adsorbed NO2 species exist. Therefore it is reasonable to look
for systems with less complex NO2 adsorption behaviour. As reported by Bartram and Koel
[IO] TPD and high-resolution electron energy loss (HREEL) spectra show that NOdAu(ll1)
chemisorbs non-dissociatively in an upright position. This particular geometry should result
in a reduction of the conduction electron density at the nitrogen atom where the unpaired
spin is localized and one might speculate that an ESR spectrum could be observed. The
larger distance of the nitrogen atom in the adsorption geometry on Au(ll1) may have this
effect.
We will show in this paper that, in spite of the above expectations, NO2 in the monolayer
regime on Au(l11) does not show an ESR spectrum. However, there is a very well resolved
spectrum of the NO2 multilayer on Au(l1l) which is characteristic of a static, random
threedimensionally oriented NO2 species residing in a N204dimer matrix. The temperature
dependence of the multilayer signal is investigated.

2. Experimental

Figure 1 shows the combined UHV-ESR apparatus. The chamber is divided into two parts.
The upper part is equipped with a combined LED-AES unit and a QMS to perform Structural
and chemical analysis of the surface and TPD measurements as well. Here the sample can be
prepared by heating with an external filament and sputtering. The lower part of the chamber
is constructed from a suprasil finger'which is connected via a quartz-to-metal seal to the
UHV system and which may be separated from it by a gate valve. The finger is fitted to the
inlet of a standardnlO2microwave cavity. In its design the apparatus is quite similar to that
described in 171. This configuration allows us to move the sample, mounted on a large travel
manipulator into the ESR measuring position without breaking the vacuum (of base pressure
better than 1 x
mbar) after preparation. Cooling of the sample down to 35 K is
achieved by a self-designed liquid helium cryostat. After several heating (700-800 "C) and
sputtering (2 PA, 600 V, 300 "C)'cycles the Auger spectrum of the mechanically polished
Au(ll1) surface revealed no further surface contamination. The LEED pattem indicated that
( 2 2 1 1 ) x d reconstruction described elsewhere [ l l , 121. Adsorption was achieved from
the background using NOz from a lecture bottle with 99.5% punty. The ESR system is
based on a commercial Bruker B-ER 420 spectrometer. We integrated a computer driver
for the magnetic field sweep and digital data acquisition in order to use the possibilities of
averaging and analysing the spectra. Measuring ESR spectra in the monolayer region requires
the sensitivity of the experimental set-up to be tested. By using one particular spectral line
of gaseous 0 2 we found the sensitivity (i.e. the minimum number of spins detectable) to
be loi2 spins. Since this technique"on1y gives information concerning the 'sensitivity over
the whole volume of the quartz finger we checked the minimum number of spins detectable
by dosing a well defined number of DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-l-picrylhydrazyl)molecules onto a
polycrystalline copper slice (5 x 7 mm'). The paramagnetic DPPH has been dissolved in
benzene and then deposited on the sample. DPPH at room temperature exhibits a spectrum
spread only over a limited field range, which is by about a factor ten smaller than with NOz,
the molecule we want to study. Under typical ESR conditions for our NO2 measurements,
however, with a temperature of approximately 30 K, we found the sensitivity to be the same
as in the DPPH measurements at room temperature. The sensitivity was found to be better
than 10'' spins. Thus we are able to detect a paramagnetic monolayer on a single-crystal
surface by ESR within a time acceptable for UHV experiments.
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Figure I. A schematic diagram of a UHV-ESR specuomerer.

3. Results and discussion
As alluded to in the introduction the system NO2/Au(lll) was chosen because it has
been thoroughly stuked using TpD and HREELS by Koel and his group [lo]. Unlike NO2
adsorption on other coin metals where the chemistry at the surface is not well known,
and it is very likely that rather complex reactions take place at the surface, the system
NOz/Au(llI) exhibits a very clean and simple adsorption behaviour as revealed by the TPD
data shown in figure. 2(A). In complete agreement with the work by Bartram and Koel
[IO] we observe a desorption peak for the monolayer at T = 230 K well separated from a
multilayer peak at T = 150 K. Therefore by setting the surface temperature appropriately we
can study the monolayer or the multilayer separately. Bartram and Koel [IO] have shown
via HREELS that in the monolayer regime the NO2 adsorbs as a molecule and there is no
sign of any reaction product. A detailed analysis of the HREEL spectrum reveals that the
NO1 is bound in a surface site of Cz, symmetry, with its molecular plane perpendicularly
oriented towards the surface plane. It is likely from the work of Bartram and Koel [lo] that
the molecule is bound with both oxygen atoms, as opposed to the nitrogen atom towards
the surface. Whether the bonding mode is bidentate to a single metal atom or to two metal
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atoms is not clear at present. In any case the electron spin which couples to the I4N nuclear
spin will provide information from an ESR experiment about the involvement of the nitrogen
atom in the chemical bond to the substrate. In figure 2tB) the ESR spectra corresponding to
the TPD spectra (figure 2(A>) are shown. For the multilayer we clearly observe a rather well
resolved solid state spectrum of NO2 which we shall analyse in more detail later. On the
other hand the monolayer shows no ESR signals above the background This latter result
is not completely unexpected because Baberschke and his group had performed a similar
experiment on a silver surface without detecting an ESR spectrum. However, since the
chemistry of NO2 on silver is complicated [13], the present result is more clear cut The
explanation given by Baberschke et ai [6-8]was-and we agree with this interpretationthat the interaction between the electrons at the Fermi energy of the metal substrate and the
electron spin on the molecule strongly reduces the average residence time of the electron
spin on the molecule. This effect, which is called the Komnga correlation [141, leads
to an increase of the line widths resulting in the disappearance of the signal below the
background noise. The lines are recovered if the molecules are isolated from the metal
surface by an inert gas layer, as was shown by Baberschke and his group [6-8]. The
influence of a thin oxide Layer as a surface spacer, which we used instead of inert gas
layers, is discussed in a separate paper [15]. For a discussion of the NO2 multilayer ESR
spectrum, we may refer to a very detailed discussion by Schaafsma, and co-workers [16-18],
who worked out the ESR spectrum of NO2 in a polycrystalline matrix of NzO+ Schaafsma
et ai reported that a condensed N2O4 layer as prepared exhibits no ESR spectrum. Only
after photochemical initiation did these authors find NO2 molecules embedded in a N204
matrix. This is precisely the nature of the multilayer system. Photochemical initiation was
not necessary in our preparation.

J
0

Briefly, the NO2 molecule is in the ground electronic state of 2AI symmetry. The
nuclear spin ( I = I) of the I4N atom leads to a hyperfine triplet. Three-dimensional random
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orientation of the NO? molecules leads to broad lines for each triplet component A computer
simulation based on a theoretical treatment reported by McClung [I91 (see Appendix for
details) of such an ESR spectrum is compared with the experimental spectrum in figure 3.

Figure 3. ESR spctra (dotted curves) of multilayer
N 0 z on Au(ll1). taken from figure XB) and filled
by a computer simulated three-dimensional random
'dislribution (full curves). The upper s p c w m is
hfferentiaa and the lower integrated.

Figure 4. ESR spectra taken of a cmndensed film of
xenon and NO2 (T = 35 K). 1L N02 was dosed within
a background pressure of xenon. The crudely estimated
concenvationsare indicated with the spectra

Both the differentiated as well as the integrated spectra are shown in figure 3. The
fit determines g- and A-values and a line width for an individual contributing orientation.
The values are collected in table 1 where they can be compared with the literature. The
g-value is close to the free-electron value and the A-values are typical for undisturbed NOz.
The line width is in line with non-interacting NO2 molecules. The effect of diluting the
sample on the line width can be seen from figure 4, where NO2 has been cocondensed
with varying amounts of xenon such that the concentration increases by four orders of
magnitude. This results in a decrease of the intermolecular distance. It is quite obvious that
the line width increases considerably, while the spectrum can still be fitted with a threedimensional random distribution of the NO2 molecules. We observe an increase by a factor
of three in the line width from 5.7 G to 17.2 G. In figure 5 the line widths as observed
in figure 4 are placed in a plot taken from Kittel and Abrahams [27] of the connection
between line width and intermolecular distance
l / r 3 for a model of lattice points
populated by identical magnetic dipoles. From this we derive the lower limit for the average
intermolecular distance in our sample. This means that the ESR spectrum at the hottom of
figure 4 represents an intermolecular distance of 8.2 A, which may be compared with the
NO2 van der Waals' radius of about 4 A. For the better resolved NO2 multilayer spectra (of
line width typically 3 G and better) we derive a monomer distance of 14 8, at a minimum.
This is an important conclusion for future adsorbate studies. Note, however, that there may

-
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Table 1. Comparison of the g- and A-tensor components for NOz in various environments.

Xenon(20K)
Argon(20K)
Krypton(20K)
N02/Au(lll)
NO2/AI203/NiA1

2.0045
2.0055
2.0055
2.0050
2.0055

2.002
2.002
2.001
2.0010
2.0019

1.9915
1.9915
1.9915
1.9912
1.9920

48.5
49
49
49.61
51.53

64
64
64
66.66
66.17

[81
44.5
45
[8l
[SI
45
47.31 this work
50.08
[15]

Figure 5. A plot of the intermolecular dipoledipole interanion as a function of disfancc [27].
The intermolecular distances deduced from the measured line widths (figure 4) are given in the
inset

be other contributions to the line broadening like the above mentioned Korringa coupling
[14] and others that we have not discussed in this paper [28].
An important piece of information, which one might want to extract from spectroscopic
data, is the orientation of adsorbed molecules. Usually this is done by angle-dependent
measurements. The angle-dependent capabilities of the ESR experiment, where the angle
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Figure 6. (a) ESR specva of multilayer N@ on Au(ll1) at T = 35 K as a function of the
angle between the surface and the magnetic field (see inset). (b) Simulated line shapes for a
monolayer of NO2 adsorbed, with the Czv axis perpendicular lo the surface.

between magnetic field and surface normal can be varied by turning the sample within the
cavity, can be demonstrated. Figure 6(a) shows a set of angle-dependent spectra of NO2 on
Au( 1 1 1). There are only small angle-dependent-lineshape changes observed in this case, in
line with the assumption that the distribution is basically thwe-dimensionally random in the
present data. The overall decrease of intensity is caused by the paaicular microwave field
distribution in the cavity relative.to the metal single crystal. This effect can be reduced by
using a cavity with a cylindrical field distribution, e.g. EO, 1. In comparison to the measured
spectra in figure 6(a), figure 6(6) shows the expected, i.e. calculated, line shape for NO2
molecules adsorbed in a geometry as described by Bartram and Koel [IO]. The line shape
resulting for the upright standing MOz molecules (figure 6(b))is strongly angle dependent
and may easily be distinguished from the measured spectra which result from a NO2 layer
with randomly oriented molecules. The angular dependence can thus be used to analyse
more complex systems where there are oriented species present. The temperature dependence of the total intensity of the ESR spectrum is shown in the
inset in figure 7. The overlayer signal shows a typical Curie behaviour up to the point
where desorption starts. A more detailed inspection of the line shapes in the spectra of
figure 7 indicates a change in line width. As has been discussed earlier [26] &is is likely
to be due to translational motion of NO2 monomers in the physisorbed N204 film. The
exchange between the existing monomers and the surrounding N204 molecules decreases the
relaxation time and this leads to an increase of the line widths. Although the fit (figure 7)
between experimental data and computer simulation is rather good there are significant
deviations in parts of the spectrum. It is quite likely that these deviations are due to the
lack of taking molecular motions into account [3,17]. The incorporation of molecular
dynamics into the simulation is difficult, in particular if the time scale of the motion is
comparable to the time scale of the ESR experiment. Calculations are in progress.
~
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Figure 7. Series of ESR spectra as a function of lempenture. For some -s
a fit is included.
The temperature dependence of the integrated intensity of the specM is shown in the inseL The
temperature dependence expected from the Curie law is indicaied by the full Ime.

4. Conclusions and outlook

We have recorded ESR spectra of NO2 adsorbed on a Au(ll1) surface under W V conditions.
It is the physisorbed multilayer that yields a rather well resolved solid-state ESR spectrum
characteristic of isolated NO2 monomers imbedded in a NzO, dimer mahix. Computer
simulation in combination with angledependent measurements allows us to demonstrate
that the distribution of NO2 monomers is basically static and three-dimensionally random,
i.e. non-oriented. The temperature dependence of the line width indicates exchange between
diffusing NO2 molecules and N204 dimers in the matrix. TPD allows us to differentiate
between the monolayer and multilayer coverage because TPD show clearly separated features
for both regimes. By combining TPD with ESR we can unambiguously show that NO2, which
adsorbs and desorbs in the monolayer regime, does not exhibit an E% spectrum. While it is
clear that the study of submonolayer coverages on metal surfaces with ESR spectroscopy is
limited we think that for single-crystal oxide surfaces such measurements may be possible,
as was recently demonstrated 1151.
Appendix. Fitting for static molecules

To fit the experimental data we used the Hamiltonian

H = BoSgB +hSAI
for a molecular spin system with electron spin S = and one nuclear spin I . Bo is the
Bohr magneton, g is the g-value tensor. B is the intensity of the applied outer magnetic
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field, fr is the Planck constant, and A is the tensor of the nuclear-electronic hyperfine
interaction. McClung calculated for this Hamiltonian, with the applied magnetic field
lying along the laboratory z axis and a sinusoidally varying microwave field of angular
frequency WO along the laboratory x axis in second-order time-dependent perturbation theory,
the resonance frequencies as a function of the outer magnetic field and the orientation
of the paramagnetic molecules relative to the field. In this case the timedependent
perturbation is the microwave field which has to be added to E , leading to a magnetic field
vector with components ( E l ( t ) , 0, EO). The resulting equation for the allowed transitions
IS,Ms)lI,
MI) + IS,M, rt I)lI, MI) (M, and MI being the quantum numbers of S and I
along the z axis) is as follows:

f i ~ o ( E oM
, I ) = gBoEo + h A M r

+ {[g,(g
2

+ (h2A,A,A,/ZgSoEoA)[ZM, + 1lMi

.~
- g~A:)/g~g4A21sin2BcosZ8
- A:)2/g2g2A2] sin2B s i n 2 & c o s 2 & ] ( h 2 M ~ / 2 g ~ ~ B ~ )

2 A,2

~

+ [&:(A:
2 2 2
+ I(g2AzA:/g:A2) + (gaA,A,/g2A:)
+ k.&:g:A:(Af - A 2Y ) /gag A,Z A 2 ]
2

2 4

+

x cos28sin2&cos2&)h2[Z(Z 1) - M;]/4gBoBo
g, = (g: cos2 @
g = (gz sin2B

+ g,2 sin. 2 &)'I2

+ gz2 cos28 )112

+
A = (g2Az sin2B + g:A:

A, = (g:A: cos2& g:A: sin2&)'/2/g

cos' 8)'/2/g.

For calculating a spectrum under normal ESR conditions (that means sweeping B at a
fixed value of the microwave frequency) this formula^ has to be converted into a formula
for &(WO, MI). Multiplication by EO leads to a quadratic equation in EO. The resonant
magnetic field then is given by the following:
E(WO,M I ) = (h/ZgBo){ (WO - AMi)-[(wo

- AMI)' - (2A,A,A,/A)[2Ms

+ 11M1

To get the principal values of the A tensor in units of the magnetic field (given by McClung
in units of angular velocity [19]), the following transformation has to performed:

The correctness of this formula is checked by recalculating the microwave frequencies
from the calculated resonance field values with those determined via the formula given by
McClung [19].
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